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The DBEs

1 Continuation

For each diocese, there is to continue to be a Diocesan Board of Education (referred to in this Measure as the “DBE” for a diocese).

2 General functions

(1) The DBE for each diocese must—
   (a) promote or assist in the promotion of education in the diocese that is consistent with the faith and practice of the Church of England;
   (b) promote or assist in the promotion of religious education and religious worship in schools in the diocese;
   (c) promote or assist in the promotion of church schools in the diocese;
   (d) promote co-operation between itself and other persons concerned with education in the diocese.

(2) The DBE for each diocese also has the functions conferred by sections 7 to 15.

(3) In this Measure, “function” means power or duty.

Structure

3 Single DBE

(1) Each diocesan synod must make a scheme designating one of the following as the DBE for the diocese—
   (a) a company limited by guarantee, or a charitable incorporated organisation (“CIO”), which is registered in the register of charities,
   (b) an unincorporated body which is registered in the register of charities, or
   (c) the Diocesan Board of Finance (referred to in this Measure as “the Board of Finance” for the diocese).

(2) The first scheme under this section must implement a proposal made by the bishop of the diocese with the consent of the existing DBE.

(3) A subsequent scheme under this section must implement a proposal which—
   (a) if the existing DBE comes within subsection (1)(a) or (b), is made by the bishop of the diocese with the consent of the existing DBE;
   (b) if the existing DBE comes within subsection (1)(c), is made by the bishop of the diocese after consultation with the existing DBE and with the consent of the Board of Finance.
(4) If the archbishop of the province in which the diocese is situated considers that consent under subsection (3) is being unreasonably withheld or delayed, the archbishop may authorise the bishop to make the proposal to the diocesan synod without having obtained that consent; and subsection (3) is accordingly to be read subject to this subsection.

(5) Before giving an authorisation under subsection (4), the archbishop must consult the Charity Commission on the proposed terms of the scheme; and if the Charity Commission does not respond within the period of 90 days beginning with the day on which the proposed terms are sent to the Charity Commission for that purpose, the Charity Commission is to be regarded as having no comments on the proposed terms.

(6) Where the first scheme under this section provides that the existing DBE for a diocese is to be designated as the DBE for the diocese, the existing DBE must, pending the coming into operation of the scheme, take such steps as it considers necessary for securing compliance with the requirements of this Measure.

(7) On the coming into operation of a scheme under this section which designates the Board of Finance as the DBE for the diocese, a committee of the Board of Finance is established under this section; and the purpose of that committee is to exercise the DBE’s functions on behalf of the Board of Finance.

(8) Accordingly, in the application of this Measure to a case where the Board of Finance is so designated, a reference to the DBE for the diocese is to be read as a reference to the committee established under this section.

(9) Schedule 1 makes further provision about a scheme under this section.

(10) The provisions in Schedule 2 apply in relation to the DBE for each diocese.

4 Joint DBE

(1) A diocesan synod may make a scheme with one or more other diocesan synods designating either of the following as joint DBE for both or all of the dioceses concerned—

(a) a company limited by guarantee, or a CIO, which is registered in the register of charities, or

(b) an unincorporated body which is registered in the register of charities.

(2) A scheme under this section may not, accordingly, designate the Board of Finance as a joint DBE.

(3) Where there is a joint DBE, the diocesan synods concerned may make a scheme with one or more other diocesan synods designating the joint DBE as the DBE for the other diocese or dioceses too.

(4) A scheme under this section must implement a proposal made by the diocesan bishops concerned acting jointly—

(a) except in so far as paragraph (b) applies, with the consent of each of the DBEs concerned (including in the case of a scheme under subsection (3), the consent of the joint DBE), and

(b) if any of the DBEs concerned comes within section 3(1)(c), after consultation with that DBE and with the consent of the Board of Finance of the diocese concerned.
(5) If the archbishop of the province in which one or more of the dioceses concerned is situated considers that consent under subsection (4) is being unreasonably withheld or delayed, the archbishop may authorise the bishop or bishops concerned to join in making the proposal to the diocesan synod without having obtained that consent; and subsection (4) is accordingly to be read subject to this subsection.

(6) Before giving an authorisation under subsection (5), the archbishop must consult the Charity Commission on the proposed terms of the scheme; and if the Charity Commission does not respond within the period of 90 days beginning with the day on which the proposed terms are sent to the Charity Commission for that purpose, the Charity Commission is to be regarded as having no comments on the proposed terms.

(7) Where a scheme is made under this section, each of the diocesan synods which made the scheme is to be regarded as having complied with section 3(1).

(8) Schedule 1 (except paragraph 3) applies to a scheme under this section as it applies to a scheme under section 3; and a reference in this Measure to a scheme under section 3 includes a reference to a scheme under this section.

(9) Where there is a joint DBE, this Measure has effect in relation to each of the dioceses concerned as if a reference to the DBE were a reference to the joint DBE.

(10) In section 19 of the Dioceses, Pastoral and Mission Measure 2007 (schemes for discharge of functions of diocesan bodies), in subsection (1), at the end insert “or a Diocesan Board of Education”.

5 Incorporation

(1) A DBE which is an unincorporated body may, if it has obtained the consent of the bishop of the diocese and the diocesan synod, take such steps as it considers necessary for securing its incorporation as a company limited by guarantee, or a CIO, which is capable of being registered in the register of charities.

(2) Where the Board of Finance is designated as the DBE for the diocese under section 3, the committee established under that section may, if it has obtained the consent of the bishop of the diocese, the diocesan synod and the Board of Finance, take such steps as it considers necessary for there to be a scheme under section 3 designating as the DBE for the diocese a company limited by guarantee, or a CIO, which is registered in the register of charities.

(3) The power under subsection (1) may be exercised before the first scheme is made under section 3 or subsequently.

(4) Any conflict of interest or loyalty which would or might arise on the incorporation of a DBE as a result of one or more of the charity trustees of the charity in its unincorporated form being charity trustees of the charity in its incorporated form is authorised by virtue of this subsection; but this subsection applies only where the value of the assets being transferred on the incorporation exceeds the amount of any liabilities being transferred.

(5) For the purposes of each of the following provisions, “trust corporation” includes a DBE which is a company limited by guarantee or CIO—

(a) section 117(1)(xxx) of the Settled Land Act 1925;

(b) paragraph (18) of section 68(1) of the Trustee Act 1925;
(c) section 205(1)(xxviii) of the Law of Property Act 1925;
(d) section 55(1)(xxvi) of the Administration of Estates Act 1925;
(e) section 128 of the Senior Courts Act 1981.

(6) In the case of a joint DBE which is an unincorporated body, subsection (1) has effect as if—
   (a) the reference to the bishop of the diocese were a reference to the diocesan bishops concerned acting jointly, and
   (b) the reference to the diocesan synod were a reference to each of the diocesan synods concerned.

6 Director of education

(1) For each diocese, there is to continue to be a director of education.

(2) The director of education for a diocese is appointed by the bishop of the diocese after consultation with the DBE.

(3) Each person who is the director of education for a diocese immediately before the commencement of this section continues as such after that commencement in accordance with the terms of the person’s appointment; but, after the commencement of section 3(10) and Schedule 2, this subsection has effect subject to subsection (5) of this section.

(4) The person who is the director of education for a diocese—
   (a) serves also as secretary to the DBE for the diocese, but
   (b) is not a member of the DBE, and
   (c) where the DBE is a separately registered charity, is not a charity trustee of the DBE.

(5) Where there is a joint DBE, there is a single director of education for both or all of the dioceses appointed by the diocesan bishops concerned acting jointly; and subsection (4) accordingly applies to both or all of the dioceses.

(6) The director of education for a diocese may speak at any meeting of the DBE but may not vote.

Responsibilities

7 Advice

(1) The DBE for a diocese may (apart from whatever advice it is required to give under the following provisions of this section) give advice on matters affecting church schools in the diocese to—
   (a) the governing bodies or proprietors of those schools,
   (b) the trustees of church educational endowments, and
   (c) such other persons concerned with education in the diocese as the DBE considers appropriate.

(2) The governing body of a voluntary or foundation school which is a church school must obtain the advice of the DBE before—
   (a) publishing proposals under section 15(2) of the Education and Inspections Act 2006 for the discontinuance of the school,
   (b) publishing proposals under section 19(3) of that Act for an alteration to the school,
(c) serving notice under section 30(1) of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 of an intention to discontinue the school, or
(d) beginning consultation under section 88C(2) of that Act about the admission arrangements proposed for the school.

(3) The duty under subsection (2)(b) does not apply in a case where the DBE’s consent is required under section 8(1) or (2).

(4) The proprietor of an Academy which is a church school must obtain the advice of the DBE before—
   (a) seeking the consent of the Secretary of State for the discontinuance of the school;
   (b) seeking the consent of the Secretary of State for an alteration to the school;
   (c) beginning consultation about the admission arrangements proposed for the school.

(5) The governing body or (in the case of an Academy) the proprietor of a church school or, where there is a church educational endowment held wholly or partly in connection with a church school, the trustees of the endowment must obtain the advice of the DBE before—
   (a) making an application in connection with a proposed disposal of the whole or part of the premises of the school, or
   (b) entering into an agreement for the disposal of the whole or part of the premises of the school.

(6) The trustees of a church educational endowment held wholly or partly in connection with a church school must obtain the advice of the DBE before—
   (a) making an application in connection with a proposed disposal of the whole or part of the premises of the school, or
   (b) entering into an agreement for the disposal of the whole or part of the premises of the school.

(7) The DBE for a diocese must give advice on whatever matters advice is sought from it under subsections (2) to (6).

(8) Where the giving of advice under subsections (2) to (6) is to be considered at a meeting of the DBE, the following persons may attend the part of the meeting dealing with the consideration of the matter—
   (a) the head teacher of the school concerned,
   (b) the chair of the governing body, board of directors or trustees (as the case may be), and
   (c) one or two other persons (or such greater number as the DBE may allow) nominated by the governing body, the board of directors or the trustees.

(9) Where a person who is entitled to attend a meeting of the DBE in reliance on subsection (8)(a) or (b) is unable to do so, the person may nominate another person to attend the meeting in his or her place.

(10) A person attending a meeting of the DBE in reliance on subsection (8) or (9)—
   (a) may make an oral presentation or oral submissions to the meeting, and
   (b) may speak in response to a question put by a member of the DBE.

(11) A person to whom the DBE for a diocese gives advice must, in carrying out a function to which the advice is relevant, have due regard to that advice.

(12) The references in subsection (5) to a disposal of land are references to the sale of the land or to the transfer or grant of any other interest in or over the land.
8 Consent

(1) The governing body of a voluntary school which is a church school must obtain the consent of the DBE before publishing proposals under section 19 of the Education and Inspections Act 2006 for a change of category to foundation school.

(2) The governing body of a foundation school which is a church school must obtain the consent of the DBE before publishing proposals under that section for a change in the instrument of government which would result in the majority of governors being foundation governors.

(3) The governing body of a voluntary or foundation school which is a church school must obtain the consent of the DBE before applying for an Academy order under section 3 of the Academies Act 2010.

(4) The governing body or (in the case of an Academy) the proprietor of a church school which is on land in which a freehold or leasehold interest is held on trust for the purposes of a church school must obtain the consent of the DBE before entering into an agreement or arrangement in connection with an alteration to or repair of the premises of the school.

(5) The duty under subsection (4) does not apply if the estimated cost of the alteration or repair is less than such amount as the DBE may from time to time determine.

(6) Where the giving of consent under this section is to be considered at a meeting of the DBE, the following persons may attend the part of the meeting dealing with the consideration of that matter—
   (a) the head teacher of the school concerned,
   (b) the chair of the governing body or board of directors (as the case may be), and
   (c) one or two other persons (or such greater number as the DBE may allow) nominated by the governing body or the board of directors.

(7) Where a person who is entitled to attend a meeting of the DBE in reliance on subsection (6)(a) or (b) is unable to do so, the person may nominate another person to attend the meeting in his or her place.

(8) A person attending a meeting of the DBE in reliance on subsection (6) or (7)—
   (a) may make an oral presentation or oral submissions to the meeting, and
   (b) may speak in response to a question put by a member of the DBE.

9 Consultation

(1) A local authority, before appointing a person to represent the Church of England as a member of a standing advisory council on religious education under section 390 of the Education Act 1996, must consult the DBE for each diocese in the area of which the local authority exercises its functions.

(2) The duty under subsection (1) does not affect section 392(2) of the Education Act 1996 (which requires a local authority, before appointing a person as a representative of a religion, denomination or association on a standing advisory council, to assure itself that the person is such a representative).
10 Directions

(1) The DBE for a diocese may give a direction to the governing body or (in the case of an Academy) the proprietor of a church school in the diocese if the DBE is satisfied that the governing body or proprietor—

(a) is failing to exercise, or to exercise properly, its functions so far as relating to relevant alterations to the school or to the discontinuance of the school, and

(b) is accordingly acting in a manner which is not in the interests of the school or of church schools generally.

(2) The DBE for a diocese may give a direction to the trustees for a church educational endowment held wholly or partly for a church school in the diocese if it is satisfied that the trustees—

(a) are exercising their functions in relation to the endowment in a manner such that the endowment is not being applied in the best interests of the school, or

(b) have failed to exercise, or to exercise properly, their functions in relation to the endowment.

(3) Where the DBE for a diocese has concerns about the quality of the denominational education provided by a church school in the diocese or about the content of the collective worship of a church school in the diocese, it may direct the governing body or (in the case of an Academy) the proprietor of the school to permit the inspection by such person as the DBE appoints of the education or worship concerned.

(4) A direction under subsection (1) or (2) must specify the function or functions concerned.

(5) The governing body or proprietor or the trustees must comply with a direction given under this section—

(a) in the case of a direction under subsection (1) or (2), within six months of being given it;

(b) in the case of a direction under subsection (3), within such period as the direction specifies.

(6) Where the giving of a direction under this section is to be considered at a meeting of the DBE, the following persons may attend the part of the meeting dealing with the consideration of that matter—

(a) the head teacher of the school concerned,

(b) the chair of the governing body, board of directors or trustees (as the case may be), and

(c) one or two other persons (or such greater number as the DBE may allow) nominated by the governing body, the board of directors or the trustees.

(7) Where a person who is entitled to attend a meeting of the DBE in reliance on subsection (6)(a) or (b) is unable to do so, the person may nominate another person to attend the meeting in his or her place.

(8) A person attending a meeting of the DBE in reliance on subsection (6) or (7)—

(a) may make an oral presentation or oral submissions to the meeting, and

(b) may speak in response to a question put by a member of the DBE.
(9) Where the DBE for a diocese gives a direction under this section, it must lay a report—
   (a) before the diocesan synod, or
   (b) in the case of a joint DBE, before the diocesan synod for the diocese to which the direction relates.

(10) An alteration to a school is “relevant” if it is an alteration which—
   (a) in the case of a voluntary or foundation school, is for the time being prescribed in regulations under section 18 of the Education and Inspections Act 2006;
   (b) in the case of an Academy, corresponds to an alteration which is for the time being so prescribed.

11 Engagement

(1) The DBE for a diocese may engage on matters of common interest with persons concerned with education in another diocese if it has obtained the consent of the DBE for the other diocese.

(2) Where the DBE for a diocese has, by virtue of section 15(2), functions in connection with the other charitable work of the Church of England in relation to children and young people, it may engage on matters of common interest with persons concerned with such work in another diocese if it has obtained the consent of the DBE for the other diocese.

12 Information

(1) The DBE for a diocese may require the governing body or (in the case of an Academy) the proprietor of a church school in the diocese to provide information to assist the DBE in carrying out its functions.

(2) Where there is a question as to whether the governing body or proprietor is prevented by law from providing information required under subsection (1), or as to whether information required under that subsection would assist the DBE in carrying out its functions, either the DBE or the governing body or proprietor may refer the question to the consistory court of the diocese for determination.

(3) A question referred under subsection (2) for determination is to be disposed of on the basis of written representations; and the court’s determination is final.

(4) The references in subsections (2) and (3) to the consistory court of the diocese are, in the case of the diocese of Canterbury, to be read as references to the commissary court of that diocese.

13 Safeguarding

(1) In section 5(2) of the Safeguarding and Clergy Discipline Measure 2016 (persons required to have due regard to the House of Bishops’ guidance), after paragraph (g) insert “;
   (h) the Diocesan Board of Education for a diocese (see subsection (2A)).”
(2) After section 5(2) of that Measure insert—

“(2A) The reference in subsection (1)(h) to the Diocesan Board of Education for a diocese is a reference—

(a) where the Board is a company or charitable incorporated organisation, to the Board itself;

(b) where the Board is an unincorporated body, to a member of the Board;

(c) where the Diocesan Board of Finance for the diocese is designated as the Diocesan Board of Education under section 3 of the Diocesan Boards of Education Measure 2020, to a member of the committee established by virtue of that section.”

14 Government contributions to capital works in church schools

A DBE may enter into arrangements with one or more other DBEs for the purpose of securing that the dioceses concerned are to be regarded as a single entity in respect of the annual contribution from the Secretary of State towards the cost of capital works in certain church schools in any of those dioceses.

15 Other responsibilities

(1) The DBE for a diocese has such other functions as are conferred on it by provision made by or under any other Measure or an Act of Parliament (whether the DBE is for that purpose referred to as the DBE or as “the appropriate diocesan authority” or “the appropriate religious body” or by some other description).

(2) The DBE for a diocese has such other functions in connection with education or with the other exclusively charitable work of the Church of England in relation to children and young people as the diocesan synod may confer on it by a scheme under section 3.

(3) But a function may not be conferred under subsection (2) which—

(a) relates to church schools or church educational endowments,

(b) is inconsistent with the DBE’s charitable purposes, or

(c) conflicts with a provision of this Measure or with provision made by or under any other Measure or an Act of Parliament.

(4) In a case where the Board of Finance is designated as the DBE for the diocese by a scheme under section 3, the reference in subsection (3)(b) of this section to the DBE’s charitable purposes is to be read as a reference to the Board of Finance’s charitable purposes so far as they relate to its functions as the DBE for the diocese.

(5) In a case where there is a joint DBE, this section has effect as if the power conferred by subsection (2) on the diocesan synod were a power conferred on the diocesan synods concerned acting jointly.

(6) The DBE for a diocese may do anything to facilitate, or anything which is conducive or incidental to, the exercise of its functions.
16 Consequential amendments

(1) The Archbishops’ Council may, in consequence of provision about education 
made by or under an Act of Parliament, amend this Measure by order so as to 
add, vary or omit provision—
   (a) conferring a function on the DBE for a diocese;  
   (b) requiring the governing body or (in the case of an Academy) the 
       proprietor of a church school or the trustees of a church educational 
       endowment or a local authority to obtain the advice or consent of or to 
       consult, or to comply with a direction given by, the DBE for a diocese.

(2) An order under this section—
   (a) may make different provision for different purposes;  
   (b) may include supplementary, incidental, consequential, transitional or 
       saving provision.

(3) An order under this section may not be made unless—
   (a) a draft of the order has been laid before the General Synod and 
       approved by it with or without amendment, and  
   (b) the draft so approved has been referred to the Archbishops’ Council.

(4) Before a draft of an order under this section is laid under subsection (3)(a), the 
    Archbishops’ Council must consult the Secretary of State; and if the Secretary 
    of State does not respond within the period of 90 days beginning with the day 
    on which the draft is sent to the Secretary of State for that purpose, the 
    Secretary of State is to be regarded as having no comments on the draft.

(5) On referral of the draft under subsection (3)(b), the Council must—
   (a) if the draft was approved without amendment, make the order by 
       applying its seal, or  
   (b) if the draft was approved with amendment—
      (i) make the order by applying its seal, or  
      (ii) withdraw the draft for further consideration.

(6) An order under this section may not come into force unless it has been sealed 
    by the Council.

(7) If the Business Committee of the General Synod determines that a draft of an 
    order under this section does not need to be debated by the Synod, the draft is 
    to be treated as approved without amendment for the purposes of this section 
    unless a member of the Synod gives notice in accordance with its Standing 
    Orders that the member—
      (a) wishes the draft order to be debated, or  
      (b) wishes to move an amendment to it.

(8) The power to make an order under this section is exercisable by statutory 
    instrument; and the Statutory Instruments Act 1946 applies—
   (a) as if the order had been made by a Minister of the Crown, and  
   (b) as if this Measure were an Act of Parliament providing for the 
       instrument containing the order to be subject to annulment in 
       pursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.
17  Review  
(1) Each diocesan synod must keep under review the exercise of functions by the DBE.  
(2) The DBE for each diocese must, as soon as practicable after the end of each year—  
   (a) make a report to the diocesan synod on the exercise of its functions in that year, or  
   (b) in a case where there is a joint DBE, make a report to each of the diocesan synods concerned on the exercise of the DBE’s functions in that year in that diocese.  

18  Guidance  
(1) In exercising a function under this Measure, the DBE, the Board of Finance and the diocesan synod for a diocese, and the bishop of a diocese, must each have due regard to such guidance as the Archbishops’ Council may from time to time issue for the purposes of this Measure.  
(2) Before issuing guidance for the purposes of this Measure, the Archbishops’ Council must carry out such consultation as it considers appropriate.  

Interpretation  
19  Meaning of “church school”  
(1) This section applies for the purposes of this Measure.  
(2) A foundation or voluntary school is a “church school” if it meets at least one of the following conditions.  
(3) Those conditions are—  
   (a) that at least one member of the governing body of the school is a foundation governor appointed for the purpose of securing that the Church of England character of the school is preserved and developed;  
   (b) that the premises provided for the school when it was first established were so provided on trust that, if the school were to be discontinued, the property concerned was to be held for, or to be sold and the proceeds of sale applied for, the benefit of the Church of England;  
   (c) that some or all of the premises currently occupied by the school were provided on trust in connection with the conduct of an educational institution or the provision of education according to the tenets of the Church of England.  
(4) An Academy is a “church school” if it meets at least one of the following conditions.  
(5) Those conditions are—  
   (a) that the directors of the company that is the proprietor of the Academy are required by the proprietor’s articles of association to secure that the Church of England character of the Academy is preserved and developed;
(b) that the proprietor’s articles of association provide that the conduct of the Academy or the provision of education there must be in accordance with the tenets of the Church of England;

(c) that the premises provided for the Academy when it was first established were so provided on trust that, if the Academy were to be discontinued, the property concerned was to be held for, or to be sold and the proceeds of sale applied for, the benefit of the Church of England;

(d) that some or all of the premises currently occupied by the Academy were provided on trust in connection with the conduct of an educational institution or the provision of education according to the tenets of the Church of England.

(6) A foundation or voluntary school or an Academy is a “church school” if, despite not meeting any of the conditions in subsection (3) or (5) (as the case may be), it is nonetheless designated as “Church of England” by an order under section 69(3) of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 (in a case where it has been decided that the conduct of the school or Academy or the provision of education there is in accordance with the tenets of the Church of England).

(7) In subsection (5)(b), the reference to the requirement for the provision of education at an Academy to be in accordance with the tenets of the Church of England is not to be read as a requirement for all the education provided there to be in accordance with those tenets.

(8) The Archbishops’ Council may, in consequence of provision about education made by or under an Act of Parliament, by order amend the definition of “church school” for the purposes of this Measure; and subsections (2) to (8) of section 16 apply in relation to an order under this section as they apply in relation to an order under that section.

20 Other interpretation

(1) In this Measure—

“Academy” has the same meaning as in the Education Act 1996 (see section 579(1) of that Act);

“Board of Finance”, in relation to a diocese, means the Diocesan Board of Finance for the diocese;

“church educational endowment” means an endowment which, or the income of which, may be applied for purposes of education which include the purposes of religious education according to the faith and practice of the Church of England;

“CIO” means charitable incorporated organisation;

“consent” means written consent;

“DBE” means diocesan board of education (see also subsection (2) of this section and section 3(8));

“foundation governor” means a person appointed as a foundation governor in accordance with regulations under section 19 of the Education Act 2002;

“function” has the meaning given in section 2(3);

“proprietor”, in relation to an Academy, has the same meaning as in the Academies Act 2010;

“register of charities” means the register kept under section 29 of the Charities Act 2011.
(2) A reference in this Measure to the DBE, in relation to a church school, is a reference to the DBE for the diocese in which the school is situated.

(3) A reference in this Measure to a scheme under section 3 is to be construed in accordance with section 4(8).

(4) In this Measure, “head teacher” includes an acting head teacher; and—
   (a) in the case of a foundation or voluntary school which forms part of a federation, a reference in this Measure to the head teacher is to be read as a reference only to the head teacher of the federation (with “federation” having the meaning given in section 24(2) of the Education Act 2002);  
   (b) in the case of an Academy the principal of which is not also the chief executive officer of the proprietor, a reference in this Measure to the head teacher is to be read as a reference only to the chief executive officer.

(5) A reference in this Measure to an endowment includes a reference to property which is not subject to any restriction on the expenditure of capital.

(6) A reference in this Measure (except in subsection (7)(a) and (b) of this section) to the archbishop of a province is, if there is a vacancy in the archbishopric or the archbishop is unable to exercise a function under this Measure, to be read as a reference to the archbishop of the other province.

(7) A reference in this Measure to the archbishop of a province in which a diocese is situated is a reference—
   (a) in the case of the diocese of Canterbury, to the Archbishop of York;  
   (b) in the case of the diocese of York, to the Archbishop of Canterbury.

(8) A reference in this Measure to provision made by or under another Measure or an Act of Parliament includes a reference to provision made after the passing of this Measure.

Repeals

21 Repeal of the 1991 Measure

(1) The Diocesan Boards of Education Measure 1991 (“the 1991 Measure”) is repealed, except for—
   (a) section 11(1)(a) (which amends section 5(5) of the Parochial Church Councils (Powers) Measure 1956), and  
   (b) section 13 (short title, commencement and extent), so far as necessary for the purposes of section 11(1)(a).

(2) Accordingly, each order of the Secretary of State under section 1 of the Diocesan Boards of Education Measure 1991 which was in force immediately before the commencement of this section is revoked.

(3) In consequence of the repeal made by subsection (1), the following provisions (which amend the Diocesan Boards of Education Measure 1991) are repealed—
   (a) in the Education Act 1996, in Schedule 37, paragraph 104 and the preceding cross-heading;  
   (b) in the School Standards and Framework Act 1998, in Schedule 30, paragraphs 29 to 32 and the preceding cross-heading.
(c) in the Education Act 2002, in Schedule 4, paragraph 13 and the preceding cross-heading;
(d) in that Act, in Schedule 7, paragraph 3 and the preceding cross-heading;
(e) in the Education and Inspections Act 2006, in Schedule 3, paragraphs 4 and 5 and the preceding cross-heading;
(f) in the School Standards and Organisation (Wales) Act 2013, in Schedule 5, paragraph 15 and the preceding cross-heading.

(4) This section is subject to section 23(7) (which makes transitional and saving provision in relation to the commencement of this section).

Preliminary steps

22 Preparatory steps

(1) Before the commencement of a provision of this Measure, the DBE, the Board of Finance and the diocesan synod for a diocese may each take such steps as it considers necessary or appropriate, and the bishop of a diocese may take such steps as he or she considers necessary or appropriate, for facilitating the implementation of that provision.

(2) If, before the passing of this Measure, the DBE, the Board of Finance or the diocesan synod for a diocese has taken steps which it, or the bishop of a diocese has taken steps which he or she, considers necessary or appropriate for facilitating the implementation of a provision of this Measure, those steps are to be treated as if they had been taken in reliance on subsection (1) after the passing of this Measure.

(3) Subsections (1) and (2) do not affect the operation of section 13 of the Interpretation Act 1978 (anticipatory exercise of powers) in relation to this Measure.

23 Steps for making first scheme

(1) If the Archbishops’ Council is satisfied that a diocesan synod is ready to make the first scheme under section 3 in relation to that diocese in time for the scheme to come into operation by 1 January 2022, the Archbishops’ Council must certify to the diocesan synod that—
   (a) the scheme will come into operation on the date specified in or determined in accordance with the certificate, and
   (b) section 3(10) and Schedule 2 will come into force in relation to that diocese on that date.

(2) If, on 1 November 2021, the Archbishops’ Council is not satisfied as mentioned in subsection (1) in relation to a diocese, it must refer the matter to the archbishop of the province in which the diocese is situated.

(3) The archbishop, on receiving a referral under subsection (2), must make a scheme for the diocese in such terms as the archbishop considers appropriate in all the circumstances.

(4) Before making a scheme under subsection (3), the archbishop must consult the Charity Commission on the proposed terms of the scheme; and if the Charity Commission does not respond within the period of 90 days beginning with the
day on which the proposed terms are sent to the Charity Commission for that purpose, the Charity Commission is to be regarded as having no comments on the proposed terms.

(5) A scheme made under subsection (3) is to be treated for the purposes of this Measure as the first scheme made under section 3 in relation to the diocese concerned.

(6) The DBE for a diocese continues, pending the coming into operation of the first scheme under section 3 in relation to the diocese, to be constituted as it was immediately before the commencement of this section.

(7) Sections 1 and 10 of and the Schedule to the Diocesan Boards of Education Measure 1991, and any order of the Secretary of State under section 1 of that Measure in force immediately before the coming into operation of the first scheme under section 3 in relation to a diocese, continue in force so far as necessary for the purposes of subsection (6) of this section, in spite of the repeals made by section 21.

Final provision

24 Short title, commencement and extent

(1) This Measure may be cited as the Diocesan Boards of Education Measure 2020.

(2) This section and section 22 come into force on the day on which this Measure is passed.

(3) The remaining provisions of this Measure, apart from section 3(10) and Schedule 2, come into force two months after the day on which this Measure is passed.

(4) Section 3(10) and Schedule 2 come into force in relation to each diocese on the day certified in relation to that diocese under section 23(1).

(5) The Archbishops’ Council may by order make transitional, transitory or saving provision in connection with the commencement of a provision of this Measure.

(6) The power to make an order under this section is exercisable by statutory instrument; and the Statutory Instruments Act 1946 applies as if the order had been made by a Minister of the Crown and as if this Measure were an Act of Parliament.

(7) This Measure extends to—

(a) the whole of the province of Canterbury, except the Channel Islands (subject to subsection (8)), and

(b) the whole of the province of York, except the Isle of Man (subject to subsection (9)).

(8) This Measure may be applied to the Channel Islands or either of them, with or without modifications, under any procedure for doing so which has effect in the Islands or (as the case may be) the Island in question; and for this purpose, the references to the Channel Islands or either of them have the same meaning as references to the Bailiwicks or either of them have in the Channel Islands Measure 2020.
(9) If an Act of Tynwald or an instrument made under an Act of Tynwald so provides, this Measure extends to the Isle of Man subject to such exceptions, adaptations or modifications as are specified in the Act or instrument.
SCHEDULES

SCHEDULE 1  
Sections 3(9) and 4(8)

DBE: SCHEME FOR DESIGNATION

Company or CIO

1 (1) This paragraph applies in the case of a scheme under section 3 which designates a company limited by guarantee or a CIO as the DBE for a diocese.

(2) The scheme must specify—
   (a) the name of the designated body,
   (b) the number with which it is registered in the register of charities, and
   (c) in the case of a company limited by guarantee, the number with which it is registered in the register of companies.

(3) Where, immediately before the coming into operation of the scheme, the Board of Finance or another body was holding funds or other property on trust in connection with the provision of church schools in the diocese, the scheme may make provision in relation to that property.

(4) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (3), the scheme may in particular provide for the transfer of the property concerned to the designated body subject to the same trusts; but property held as permanent endowment is to be held by the designated body as corporate trustee.

(5) The scheme may not provide for the transfer of property—
   (a) the transfer of which would trigger a right of reverter, or
   (b) which is held on the uniform statutory trusts set out in Schedule 36 to the Education Act 1996.

(6) Where, immediately before the coming into operation of the scheme, the Board of Finance was a member (whether or not as nominee of the DBE) of a relevant company, or had the power to appoint members or directors of a relevant company, the scheme may make provision in relation to that membership or power.

(7) In sub-paragraph (6), “relevant company” means—
   (a) the proprietor of one or more Academies,
   (b) any other company established in connection with the provision of Academies, or
   (c) a company established to provide educational services in the diocese.

(8) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (6), the scheme may in particular provide for the substitution of the designated body for the Board of Finance as a
member of the relevant company or (as the case may be) as the body entitled to exercise the power of appointment concerned.

(9) Where provision made in the scheme for the purposes of sub-paragraph (6) has the effect of altering the company’s constitution, section 34 of the Companies Act 2006 (notice to registrar of companies where constitution altered by enactment) applies to the alteration as if it were an alteration made by an enactment; and, for that purpose, a reference in that section to an enactment is to be treated as a reference to the provision in the scheme.

Unincorporated body

2 (1) This paragraph applies in the case of a scheme under section 3 which designates an unincorporated body as the DBE for a diocese.

(2) The scheme must specify—
   (a) the name of the designated body, and
   (b) the number with which it is registered in the register of charities.

(3) Where, immediately before the coming into operation of the scheme, the Board of Finance or another body was holding funds or other property on trust in connection with the provision of church schools in the diocese, the scheme may include provision in relation to that property.

(4) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (3), the scheme may in particular provide—
   (a) for the Board of Finance to hold or (as the case may be) to continue to hold the property as trustee subject to the same trusts, but
   (b) for those trusts to be administered by the members of the designated body.

(5) The scheme may not provide for the transfer of property—
   (a) the transfer of which would trigger a right of reverter, or
   (b) which is held on the uniform statutory trusts set out in Schedule 36 to the Education Act 1996.

Diocesan Board of Finance

3 (1) This paragraph applies in the case of a scheme under section 3 which designates the Board of Finance for a diocese as the DBE for the diocese.

(2) The scheme must specify—
   (a) the name of the Board of Finance,
   (b) the number with which it is registered in the register of charities, and
   (c) the number with which it is registered in the register of companies.

(3) The scheme must provide for the delegation of the functions which the Board of Finance has as the DBE to the committee of the Board of Finance established under section 3 (referred to in this paragraph as “the DBE committee”).

(4) The scheme must provide that the Board of Finance in its own right (rather than the Board acting through the DBE committee) may not exercise a function delegated to the DBE committee or a sub-committee unless it is satisfied—
(a) that the DBE committee or the sub-committee is failing to act in accordance with this Measure or the scheme in relation to that function, and
(b) that the failure is significant.

(5) The scheme must include provision as to the procedure of the DBE committee and of any sub-committee; and the scheme may for that purpose authorise the Board of Finance to make such provision.

(6) Where, immediately before the coming into operation of the scheme, the Board of Finance or another body was holding funds or other property on trust in connection with the provision of church schools in the diocese, the scheme may make provision in relation to that property.

(7) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (6), the scheme may in particular provide—
(a) for the Board of Finance to hold or (as the case may be) to continue to hold the property as trustee subject to the same trusts, but
(b) for those trusts to be administered by the members of the DBE committee.

(8) The scheme may not provide for the transfer of property—
(a) the transfer of which would trigger a right of reverter, or
(b) which is held on the uniform statutory trusts set out in Schedule 36 to the Education Act 1996.

General provisions

4 The provisions contained in the memorandum and articles of association of each Board of Finance by virtue of section 1(2)(b) of the Diocesan Boards of Finance Measure 1925 are to be taken to include provision authorising the Board to further the work of the Church of England by the exercise of—
(a) the functions conferred on the Board by virtue of paragraph 3, and
(b) the functions which the Board has in its own right (rather than through the DBE committee within the meaning of paragraph 3).

5 Every scheme under section 3 must include provision about—
(a) the composition of the DBE in accordance with Schedule 2;
(b) reporting to the diocesan synod in accordance with section 17(2).

6 (1) A scheme under section 3 may include provision—
(a) for the transfer of property or rights for which provision is not made in paragraphs 1 to 3;
(b) for the transfer of rights and liabilities under or in connection with a contract of employment;
(c) for the transfer of other rights and liabilities.

(2) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(a), the scheme may provide for property which was held on trust immediately before the transfer to continue to be held subject to the same trusts.

(3) But any property which was held immediately before the transfer as permanent endowment is, if the transferee is a company limited by guarantee or CIO, to be held by the transferee as corporate trustee.
7 (1) A scheme under section 3 may include supplementary, incidental, consequential, transitional or saving provision and may in particular—
(a) create rights or impose liabilities in relation to property or rights transferred;
(b) make provision about the continuing effect of things done, or the continuation of things in the process of being done, in respect of anything transferred;
(c) make provision about the interpretation of references to the DBE in an instrument or other document in respect of anything transferred.

(2) The reference in sub-paragraph (1)(c) to an instrument or other document does not include a reference to a Measure or an Act of Parliament or to legislation made under a Measure or an Act of Parliament.

8 (1) The consent of the DBE for the purposes of section 3(2) or (3) may be signified by a certificate signed by the bishop of the diocese and by the director of education of the diocese.

(2) The consent of the DBE for the purposes of section 4(4) may be signified by a certificate signed by the bishop, and by the director of education, of each of the dioceses concerned.

(3) A certificate under this paragraph is to be treated as conclusive for all purposes.

Amendment or revocation

9 (1) A scheme under section 3 may be amended or revoked; and the scheme must, subject to sub-paragraph (2), make provision as to the procedure for doing so.

(2) An amendment to a scheme under section 3 has effect only if—
(a) the DBE has consented to it, and
(b) it is approved by the diocesan synod.

(3) A scheme under section 3 may be supplemented by a further scheme under that section (which may itself be amended or revoked).

(4) In the application of this paragraph to a scheme under section 4, sub-paragraph (2)(b) has effect as if the reference to the diocesan synod were a reference to each of the diocesan synods concerned.

10 (1) Where a scheme under section 3 is revoked, the body which the scheme had designated as the DBE ceases to be the DBE; and the diocesan synod must secure that a scheme of a kind coming within sub-paragraph (3) will come into operation immediately after the revocation.

(2) Where a scheme under section 4 is revoked, the body which the scheme had designated as the joint DBE ceases to be the joint DBE; and each of the diocesan synods concerned must secure that a scheme of the kind coming within sub-paragraph (3) will come into operation immediately after the revocation.

(3) A scheme comes within this sub-paragraph if it is—
(a) a scheme under section 3 designating a body as the DBE for the diocese;
(b) a scheme under section 4 made with one or more other diocesan synods designating a body as the joint DBE for the diocese and the other diocese or dioceses concerned;

(c) a scheme under section 4 made with one or more other diocesan synods designating an existing joint DBE as the DBE for the diocese too.

(4) In the case of a scheme under section 4, a diocesan synod may give reasonable notice in writing to the other diocesan synod or synods concerned that it no longer wishes the joint DBE to be the DBE for that diocese.

(5) Where a diocesan synod has given (and not withdrawn) notice under sub-paragraph (4) on the expiry of which there would be only one diocese for which the joint DBE was designated as the DBE, the scheme under section 4 is revoked on the expiry of the notice and sub-paragraph (2) applies accordingly.

(6) Where a diocesan synod has given (and not withdrawn) notice under sub-paragraph (4) on the expiry of which there would still be at least two dioceses for which the joint DBE was designated as the DBE—

(a) the joint DBE ceases on the expiry of the notice to be the joint DBE for the diocese whose diocesan synod gave the notice,

(b) that diocesan synod must secure that a scheme of a kind coming within sub-paragraph (3) will come into operation immediately after the expiry of the notice, and

(c) the other diocesan synods must make a scheme to amend or supplement the scheme under section 4 so far as they consider necessary or appropriate to enable the joint DBE to continue to operate.

(7) The revocation of a scheme under section 3 or 4 has effect only if the scheme under section 3 or 4 which is to come into operation immediately after the revocation is approved by the diocesan synod.

(8) Section 4(9) does not apply to this paragraph.

Copy for Secretary of State

11 (1) The DBE for a diocese must, within 90 days of a scheme under section 3 being made, send a copy of the scheme to the Secretary of State.

(2) Sub-paragraph (1) applies also to any instrument amending, supplementing or revoking a scheme under section 3.

Vesting of property

12 (1) Where a scheme under section 3 provides for the transfer of property, the legal title to that property is by virtue of the scheme itself to be transferred in accordance with the scheme, without the need for any further document.

(2) The transfer of property by a scheme under section 3 does not operate as a breach of a covenant or condition against alienation or give rise to a forfeiture.
Meaning of “reverter”

13 In this Schedule, a reference to a transfer of property which would trigger a right of reverter is a reference to a transfer of property which would give rise to a trust under section 1 of the Reverter of Sites Act 1987.

SCHEDULE 2

DBE: GOVERNANCE

Composition

1 (1) The DBE for a diocese consists of—
   (a) the bishop of the diocese, and
   (b) at least 10 other members.

(2) The joint DBE for two or more dioceses consists of—
   (a) each of the diocesan bishops concerned, and
   (b) a sufficient number of other members to give a total membership of at least 12.

(3) In the case of a DBE which is a separately registered charity, each member is, by virtue of that membership, a charity trustee of the DBE.

(4) In a case where the Board of Finance is designated as the DBE for the diocese, each member of the committee established by virtue of section 3 must be a person who is not disqualified from being a charity trustee.

(5) A person other than the bishop of the diocese may become a member of the DBE by being—
   (a) appointed by the bishop,
   (b) elected by the diocesan synod, or
   (c) co-opted by the DBE.

(6) A scheme under section 4 for the designation of a body as a joint DBE must include provision for the appointment, election or co-option of members; and that provision must include—
   (a) provision for each of the diocesan bishops concerned to appoint at least one person, and
   (b) provision for each of the diocesan synods concerned to elect at least one person.

(7) In the application of this paragraph to a joint DBE, sub-paragraph (5) has effect subject to the provision which, for the purposes of sub-paragraph (6), is included in the scheme under section 4.

(8) In making an appointment or co-option to the DBE for a diocese or selecting candidates for election to it, regard must be had to the desirability of securing that a variety of relevant skills is available among the members.

(9) A scheme under section 3 must include provision as to the term of office of a member of the DBE, including the circumstances in which a person ceases to hold office or the grounds on which a person may be removed or suspended from office; and the scheme may for that purpose make different
provision depending on whether a person became a member by virtue of sub-paragraph (5)(a), (b) or (c).

(10) A conflict of loyalty which would or might arise as a result of a member of the DBE for a diocese also being a director of the Board of Finance or a member of the diocesan synod, or both, is authorised by virtue of this sub-paragraph if—
   (a) the conflict relates to a duty of loyalty owed to the Board of Finance or diocesan synod and does not involve a direct or indirect benefit of any nature to the member or a connected person, and
   (b) the member in question declares the conflict.

(11) In sub-paragraph (10)(a), “connected person”, in relation to a member of the DBE of a diocese, has the meaning it has in accordance with section 188 of the Charities Act 2011 in relation to a charity trustee.

Chair

2 (1) The chair of the DBE for a diocese is, subject to sub-paragraph (2)—
   (a) the bishop of the diocese, or
   (b) another member of the DBE appointed by it after consultation with the bishop.

(2) In the case of a joint DBE, the chair is a member of the joint DBE appointed by it after consultation with the diocesan bishops concerned; and the member so appointed may be one of the bishops.

Committees and delegation

3 (1) The DBE for a diocese (except in a case where the Board of Finance is designated as the DBE for the diocese) may delegate functions to—
   (a) an officer or member of staff of the DBE, or
   (b) a committee established by the DBE.

(2) Where the Board of Finance is designated as the DBE for the diocese by a scheme under section 3, the committee established by virtue of that section may delegate functions exercisable by it by virtue of paragraph 3(3) of Schedule 1 to—
   (a) an officer or member of staff of the Board of Finance, or
   (b) a sub-committee established by the committee.

(3) The members of a committee referred to in sub-paragraph (1)(b) or a sub-committee referred to in sub-paragraph (2)(b) may include persons who are not members of the DBE.

(4) The director of education for a diocese may not be a member of a committee or sub-committee of the DBE but may attend any meeting which a committee or sub-committee holds; and, at any meeting which the director of education attends, he or she may speak but may not vote.

(5) Each DBE must set terms of reference in relation to the delegation of functions.

(6) A scheme under section 3 must include provision requiring a committee or sub-committee of the DBE to report its proceedings to the DBE.
Proceedings

4 The DBE for a diocese may regulate its own procedure and the procedure and membership of any committee or sub-committee (as the case may be), subject to—
   (a) the provisions of this Measure,
   (b) the provisions of the scheme under section 3 which provides for the designation of a body as the DBE, and
   (c) the provisions of the designated body’s governing instrument or, where the Board of Finance is the designated body, such provisions as may be made by the Board by virtue of paragraph 3(5) of Schedule 1.

5 The validity of proceedings of the DBE for a diocese is not affected by a vacancy among its members or a defect in the appointment, election or co-option of a member.

Application of charity law

6 Nothing in this Measure, so far as relating to membership of the DBE for a diocese, affects the application of any enactment providing for the disqualification of a person from being a charity trustee.